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Abstract: Results on confinement and turbulence from a set of ohmic discharges in TORE
SUPRA are discussed. The attention is focused on the saturation of the energy confinement

time and it is emphasized that this saturation could be explained by a saturation of the electron

heat diffusivity. Ion behaviour is indeed governed by dilution and equipartition effects.

Although the ion heat transport is never neoclassical, there is no enhanced degradation at the

saturation. This behaviour is confirmed by turbulence measurements given by COa laser

coherent scattering. The density fluctuations level follows the electron heat diffusivity

variations with the average density. Waves propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction are

always present in turbulence frequency spectra. Thus, the saturation cannot be explained by the

onset of an ion turbulence. The existence of an ion turbulence ar the edge at all densities cannot

be excluded. However, this ion feature in scattering spectra could be explained by a Doppler

shift associated to an inversion point of the radial electric field at the edge.



1- INTRODUCTION

Ohmic discharges in tokamaks are characterized by an energy confinement time which

exhibits a standard behaviour [I]: for a given plasma current, it increases with average density

and saturates above a critical density value. In spite of many recent analysis of this kind of

discharges [2-8], the transport mechanisms are still not understood in this regime. In this work,

the attention will be focused on the inflexion point of the confinement time. Several models

already exist to explain this feature. A classical one [9,10] attributes the increase of confinement

with density to an increase of collisionality, which stabilizes Drift Trapped Electron Mode

(DTEM). The saturation is attributed to the onset of an ion turbulence, which leads to an

increase of the ion thermal diffusivity. A second model invokes a partial stabilization of DTEM

due to the decrease of the impurity content Zeff with density [11] until Zeff saturates at a value

close to one. Finally, transport theories based on skin depth OrTj6 modes [12,13] and DTEM

predict an electron heat diffusivity decreasing with density until the stabilization of T]6 modes.

We show in this work based on TORE SUPRA data that the onset of an ion turbulence and a

correlated degradation of ion heat transport is very unlikely in TORE SUPRA. Estimates of

transport coefficients by profile analysis and heat pulse analysis indicate indeed that the electron

heat diffusivity %e decreases with density, then saturates, while no clear increase of the ion heat

diffusivity Xi is observed. Turbulence spectra observed by COa laser scattering exhibit waves

propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction at all densities, and not only at high densities.

Moreover, this ion feature is likely due to an inversion point of the radial electric field. Finally,

a theoretical stability analysis suggests that ion modes are stable everywhere except perhaps at

the edge.

This paper is organized as follows : in section 2 a global confinement analysis of a set of

discharges with increasing density is performed. A local transport analysis is achieved in

section 3. The fourth section is devoted to fluctuation measurements while the fifth one deals

with the theoretical predictions. These results are discussed in the conclusion.

2 -GLOBAL ANALYSIS

The present analysis is based on the data from a set of stationary deuterium ohmic

discharges in TORE SUPRA with Ip = 1.65 MA, B = 4.0 T, R = 2.35 m ,

a = 0.78 m, and qv=3.5. The density was increased from < ne > = 0.9 to 4.2 1019 m-3 ,

shot by shot. The electron density and temperature are given by Thomson scattering [14], the



deuterium temperature is measured by passive fast neutral analysis [15], and the impurity

content by spectroscopy measurements [16]. The confinement time calculated from magnetic

measurements is shown in Fig. 1, where the Alcator law [19] is indicated by a solid line.

Although the points from TORE SUPRA are systematically above this line, the general

behaviour agrees well with the Alcator trend. Calculations of the kinetic energy content

u= I Jd3X nsTs
S

require in principle the profiles of impurity densities and temperatures. Since carbon is the main

impurity in TORE SUPRA discharges [16], the total ion energy content can be estimated by

assuming that the carbon temperature equals the deuterium one and by supposing that
2

Zeff=5>sZg/ne is radially constant, i.e.

Wu11=^Z Jd3Xn6T0
^ s

Variations of Wi)16, Wtw and Wo1 are indicated in Fig.2 : the agreement between diamagnetic

(Wdia) and kinetic (W1J1) energy contents is reasonable. There is clearly a change of behaviour

for the electron energy content, which is proportional to <ne> for average densities smaller than

ncr = 2.1019 nr3, then varies as <ne>^3 for higher densities. The change of slope is less

pronounced for WtM-

The behaviour of the energy content W1J1 with density may be detailed as follows. The

average electron temperature varies as <ne>'2/3 (Fig.3), and profiles are roughly self-similar for

<ne> ̂  nCT, as suggested by the peaking factor Qx6 = Te(q=l)/<Te> (Fig.3). Thus, for high

densities, the electron energy content behaves as <ne>
1/3. For smaller densities (<ne> < nCT),

the peaking factor increases with <ne>, leading to an electron energy content which increases

linearly with the density. The effective charge number Z6Jf varies as l+2.1/<ne> (Fig.4), a well

known result already noticed elsewhere [2,3,8,16]. This leads to an electron temperature

varying roughly as (<Zgff> - 1)"2'3, a scaling previously found on JET (Bartlett). Since the

ohmic power varies as Pohm ~ VJ2
oop<Te> /Zeff» its behaviour is governed by the variations

of the loop voltage Vioop , which remains almost unchanged for low densities and increases

sligthly for the highest densities (Fig.4). As a consequence, the ratio Wthe/Pohm increases

linearly with density and saturates for <ne> ̂  Cc1- It must be noted however that the change of

slope of Wthe at <ne>=ncr occurs before the saturation of the g) ?bal energy confinement time.

This can be explained as follows: when <ne
>=ncr» the ionic species energy content is not equal

to the electron energy content For <ne> S ncr, the ratio TjTT6 increases with collisionality, and

the dilution decreases. These two features contribute to the increase of Wthi/Wihe until Tj=T6



and Zeff saturates at a value close to 1. It is only at this point that the total energy content

Wth=W(hi+Wthe!=2Wthe follows the variations of Wthe. i-e. saturates. Since the ohmic power

does not vary, this average density is also the saturation point of the confinement time.

An important result of this section is that any scaling law for the confinement time can be

multiplied by an arbitrary function of <ne>(Zeff -1) and <ne><Te>"3/2, whose knowledge

requires a decorrelation of Zeff, <Te>» and <ne> . After a recent realignement of the inner wall

and a boronization, it has been possible to obtain a few ohmic discharges with significantly

lower values of Zeff-l for the same density. The corresponding values of Zeff are indicated on

Fig.4. No significant effect is observed on the global confinement time (Fig. 1), since the

increase of the ionic species energy content is balanced by an increase of the ohmic power.

3 -PROFILE ANALYSIS

A local transport analysis has been performed by using the code LOCO [18] in the

following manner. For given electron density and temperature profiles, the ion heat diffusivity

is fixed by

where Ci and €2 are adjustable coefficients and Xi.neo is the neoclassical value. A deuterium

temperature profile is then calculated by solving the ion heat equation (the deuterium density

profile is here estimated by supposing again that the Zeff profile is flat). The coefficients Ci and

C2 are chosen in such a way that the this calculated deuterium temperature agrees with the

experimental values (Fig. 5). The electron heat diffusivity can then be computed from the

electron heat equation. Error bars on Xi and Xe (Fig. 6) are estimated by varying Ci and Ca so

that the calculated deuterium temperature profile remains within the error bars of the measured

temperature. The error estimate accounts for uncertainties in the electron temperature by

analysing several times in the discharge plateau. Heat diffusivities are not calculated at the edge

since this analysis does not include convective terms and radiative losses which are dominant in

TORE SUPRA within an edge corona of width 0.15m [17]. In what follows, the analysis is

devoted to the transport coefficients at r=2/3a (Fig. 7).

At low densities, the electron heat diffusivity decreases when <ne> increases. The ion

heat diffusivity remains at a value of the order of 0.8 Hi2S'1, well above the neoclassical value.

Ion heat transport is therefore not neoclassical at low densities, in contrast with results obtained

in FT [8] and ASDEX [6,7]. It must be stressed that the order of magnitude of Xi is the same

than in the latter tokamaks, but the neoclassical value turns out to be much smaller in TORE



SUPRA [18] : any ion anomaly is therefore more obvious. For <ne>=ncr, electron heat

diffusivity saturates to a value close to Im2S-1, while & is close to Xe/2 (Fig.7). Error bars on

Xe.Xi ̂  smaU enough to guarantee this behaviour up to <ne>=3.1019m-3. At higher densities,

nothing can be said with accuracy because the equipartition term is dominant in the heat

equations. A sawtooth heat pulse analysis [20,21] confirms the behaviour of electron heat

diffusivity described above, but the values thus derived are larger than the power balance

diffusivities obtained from LOCO (Fig. 8). This last feature is a well known result in

Tokamaks [2O].

In conclusion, the electron heat diffusivity decreases with increasing average density, up

to <ne>=nci) then saturates at a value close to l.mV1. Ion heat diffusivities are also well above

neoclassical values.The latter result is not really surprising since an electron drift turbulence

(electrostatic or electromagnetic) is expected to induce an anomalous ion heat diffusivity.

Although a further degradation of ion heat transport cannot be excluded at very high densities,

there is no strong evidence of such a behaviour up to <ne>=3.1019nr3. Note again that at low

densities, the variation of %e as l/<ne> does not mean that density is the key parameter: any

function l/<ne>f(<ne>(Zeff-l),<ne><Te>~3/2), where f i s arbitrary, would also be suitable.

Experiments are therefore needed to decorrelate <ne>,<Te> and Zeff. This is the case during

ergodic divertor experiments in TORE SUPRA which indicate that Xe depends weakly on Zeff

[18]. This result is also confirmed by the analysis of a few discharges with reduced values of

Zeff (Fig. 7).

4- FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS

Density fluctuations are measured in TORE SUPRA using a CO2 laser scattering

experiment, ALTADR. [22,23]. An original feature of this diagnostic is that it takes advantage of

the magnetic shear to provide a localized measurement of the turbulence. This localization

improves with increasing wave vectors kx. More precisely, the signal which is measured for a

given wave vector is

I(co,oc)= I dy|Sn<d(yJ exp-
Sa I

where on<o(y) is the density fluctuation profile at frequency to along the measurement chord, a

is the angle between the observation wave vector and the poloidal plane, £(y)=Bpoi/Btor is the

pitch angle of field lines, and 8<x=2/wkj_ is the apparatus resolution (w = 2.7 10'2m is the

beam waist). In the above experiments, the wave vector was fixed at k^ = 600 nr1 and the



observation region was localized at the edge (a = 5°) for a central chord (R=2.48m). The
turbulence level <on2>/<ne>2 , integrated over frequencies, as a function of density is indicated
in Fig. 9. A comparison with Fig. 7 indicates a correlation between the turbulence and the
electron heat diffusivity. Note however that Xe in Fig.7 is evaluated at r=2/3a while the
turbulence level is dominated by the edge (r/a = 0.7-1), so that a direct comparison supposes
some similarity of the radial profiles of jfe and <8n2>/<ne>2 .

Heterodyne detection allows a discrimination between waves propagating in the electron
or ion diamagnetic direction. Fluctuation spectra at various densities are shown in Fig. 10. It
turns out that waves propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction in the laboratory frame exist at
all densities. If these waves correspond to an ion turbulence, there is clearly no onset of such a
turbulence at <ne> = ncr. This is in contrast with results from TEXT where an onset of such a
turbulence was clearly seen at the saturation of the confinement time [24]. The measured
spectra from TORE SUPRA do not demonstrate that an ion turbulence exists at all densities. A
differential doppler shift due to an inversion point of the radial electric field near the edge could
explain these double hump spectra. A frequency spectrum is indeed easy to interpret only in a
frame where the radial electric field vanishes : a wave (coo,kj_) destabilized by a species
(electrons, ions or impurities) then rotates in the diamagnetic direction of this species. In the
laboratory frame, the wave frequencies coiab are locally linked to frequencies coo through the
relation

TJ
eoiab = Co0 -Ie1C

where Er is the radial electric field in the laboratory frame. It appears clearly that waves
propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction in the frame where E1=O can provide an ion
feature in laboratory spectra if there is an inversion point of the radial electric field, Le., if there
is a part of the plasma where E1 is directed outward. This property has already been mentioned
and studied elsewhere [25-27]. Preliminary simulations of spectra I(o),oc) based on a
fluctuation level

where b/c = 4.10'3, p = 7±2 [28], and (UQ is an electron diamagnetic frequency:

indicate that a good agreement with measured specua requires an abrupt shear layer localized at
r/a ~ 0.92 ±0.05. The position of this shear layer does not change with density, in agreement
with a rather invariant ratio of the ion to the electron part of the frequency spectrum. The
decrease of the frequency shift with density (Fig. 10) is also well explained by the invariance of



gradient lengths (due to a profile self-similarity already mentioned) and the decrease of electron

temperature, leading to a frequency CI)Q varying as <ne>"2''3. Another indication of a field

change of sign near the last closed magnetic surface is given by a comparison of a spectrum at

the edge (oc=5°) with a spectrum more localized in the bulk (cc=3°) (Hg, 11). The ion feature is

less pronounced in the latter one. Again, this is not a completely convincing proof since an ion

turbulence could be localized at the edge. Measurements of plasma rotation are presently in

progress in TORE SUPRA to check this hypothesis.

5.- TURBULENCE THRESHOLD

The evaluation of transport coefficients from theoretical calculations is always a difficult

and uncertain task. In order to test if ion turbulence is responsible for the confinement time

saturation, it seems more relevant to investigate the theoretical instability threshold for various

densities. The ion mode threshold is calculated numerically by using the TORRID code [29]. In

the collisionless regime with flat TORE SUPRA density profiles, modes are mainly driven by

trapped ions and are sensitive to the ion temperature gradient They are unstable if

LTJ ^ 0.2

where LTJ is the ion temperature gradient length (dT/Tidr)"1. This threshold is not correct at the

edge where the stabilizing effect of ion-ion collisions is dominant. This stabilization is effective

when the detrapping collision frequency Vieff is larger than the precession frequency C0di

multiplied by the toroidal wave number N. To take into account this effect, an approximate

parameter
K _JL 0.2 __ 1

has been calculated : modes are unstable if K is larger than one. The results are summarized in

Fig. 12 for low, intermediate and high density discharges : ion modes are stable at high

densities and marginally stable at low densities. This is not a gradient effect since L-n/R remains

almost unchanged, but it is rather due to changes in T^y and T/re with density : at low density

ZeffTe/Tj is large and the collisionality is low, leading to more unstable situations.

Consequently, theoretical calculations do not predict the onset of ion turbulence at high

densities. However, the presence of an ion turbulence at the edge (r/a=0.8) cannot be excluded

within errors bars. This analysis differs from previous analysis in smaller machines [30,8]

where the stability was controlled by Tii=dLogTj/dLogni, rather than by Ln/R. Note also that



previous theoretical thresholds for ion turbulence [31,32] are always reached in these

discharges, which should be therefore unstable at all densities according to these models.

6.- CONCLUSION

The analysis presented in this paper shows that the saturation of the confinement time

seems to be governed by the behaviour of the electron confinement. This arises through a

saturation of the electron energy content and a change of the electron heat diffusivity, correlated

to similar variations of the density fluctuation rate, at a critical density H01. Ion heat transport is

not neoclassical at low densities and is rather correlated to the electron heat transport, although

error bars do not allow an accurate evaluation of Xj/Xe- No dramatic changes of ion heat

transport appear at the saturation point so that the onset of an ion turbulence is apparently not

necessary to explain the saturation. Moreover, such an onset is not observed in coherent

scattering spectra at <ne>=ncr. Although the existence of an ion turbulence at all densities

cannot be excluded, the ion feature observed in coherent scattering spectra is likely due to a

shear layer in the plasma edge. Finally, the theoretical threshold for ion modes is not reached in

TORE SUPRA except perhaps at the edge. There is no contradiction in the fact that the

saturation of the confinement time occurs for average densities larger than nCT. Indeed, at the

density nCT, equipartition between electrons and ions is not achieved and the effective charge

value is not at its minimum value. Thus, the total energy content goes on increasing with

density, although the electron energy content saturates, until Tj=T6 and Zeff approaches one.

This feature has already been noticed elsewhere [8]. This study indicates therefore that the

saturation of the confinement time is correlated with the behaviour of an electron turbulence

(magnetic or electrostatic). Moreover, the analysis of discharges with reduced values

indicates that this parameter has a weak effect on the transport.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l: Confinement time versus average density for TORE SUPRA deuterium discharges with
IP=1.65MA, B=4T, Ro=2.35m, a=0.78m, and qv=3.5 (black points). Stars correspond
to a set of discharges with reduced values of Zeff. The solid line indicates the Alcator
scaling.

Fig.2: Energy content of ionic species and eleclrons. The total energy content is either given by
magnetic coils (black points) or calculated by using density and temperature profiles
(white points).

Fig.3: Temperature peaking factor Qre=Te(q=l)/<Te> and average temperature versus average
density.

Fig.4: Variations of the effective charge number Zeff and ohmic power with average density.
Black points correspond to bremstrahlung signal and white circles are deduced from
carbon and oxygen brightnesses. The solid line is a fit of these data. Stars correspond to
discharges obtained after an inner wall realignment

Fig.5: Comparaison of calculated ion temperature profiles with experimental values with
3Ci=3Xineo (dashed line) and Xi=CiXi,neo + c2/ne (solid line). Low (<ne>=1.2 1019nr3,
Ci=I, C2=LO 1O19IH-1S-1), intermediate (<ne>=2.5 1019m-3,Ci=l,C2=1.5 1O19Hi-Is-1)
and high density (<ne>=4.21019nr3, Ci=I, C2=2.0 1O19Hi-1S-1) cases are given.

Fig.6: Heat diffusivities profiles averaged over five measurement times. The solid line
corresponds to electron heat diffusivity with errorbars corresponding to variations of the
electron temperature values within the experimental error bars. The best ion heat
diffusivity compatible with experimental measurements is indicated by a dashed line,
while the neoclassical value correspond to the dotted Une.

Fig.7: Electron heat diffusivity (black points) and ion heat diffusivity (circles) at r=2/3a versus
average density. Error bars are obtained by varying Ti and Te within their own
uncertainty ranges. Stars (diamonds) correspond to the electron (ion) heat diffusivities in
discharges with reduced values of Zeff.
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Fig.8: Election heat diffusivities given by profile analysis (black points) and heat pulse analysis

(crosses) at r=2/3a.

Fig.9: Turbulence level <8n2>/<ne>
2 given by scattering measurement versus average density

for a wave vector kj=600 m'1.

Fig.10: Density fluctuation spectra at low (<ne>=1.2 1019m-3), intermediate

(<ne>=2.5 1019m'3) and high (<ne>=4.2 1019nr3) densities for kj_=600 nr1. Positive

frequencies correspond to waves propagating in the laboratory electron diamagnetic

direction.

Fig.l 1: Density fluctuation spectra for a scattering volume localized in the bulk (cc=3°) and in

the plasma edge (a=5°) for kjj=600 nrl.

Fig.12: Thresholds for ion modes at low (<ne>=1.2 1019nv3), intermediate
(<ne>=2.5 1019nr3) and high (<ne>=4.2 1019nr3) densities for kj.=600 nr1.
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